HMC: Like Buffy every so often, we rise from the dead.

The Cabin in the Woods
Contributed by Eric Hendrix
Monday, 09 January 2012

Now that dollhouse is long finished and the Avengers quickly approaching I thought I would take a minute and point all
you hell hounds towards something by Joss Whedon and Jossverse alum Drew Goddard, it is called The Cabin in the
Woods. The other day while hitting up some Bejeweld on
Foxy Bingo, where I seem to spend most of my time lately, my wife pointed me towards a new trailer that had popped up
on the internet, and low and behold it was for a Joss Whedon project. So we watched the trailer and I was stunned. The
Cabin in the Woods is not your ordinary horror movie. The trailer starts off like your normal horror movie fair, attractive
twenty something’s, a rundown gas station, an old timer telling them that they are all doomed. But after they arrive at the
cabin things quickly change. As the trailer is showing us what would seem to be ordinary establishing shots of the
picturesque forest the aforementioned cabin is in the bird the camera is following collides into a honeycomb patterned
force field. Things don’t slowdown from there. The trailer comes close to giving too much away, but from it we can see
that there is some larger organization pulling the strings in The Cabin in the Woods, they have camera’s and traps set up
everywhere and they seem to have some sort of mind altering gas that cause the film’s protagonists to act against logic
and make decisions as though they were in an 80’s slasher film. The film was written by Joss Whedon and Drew
Goddard, and directed by Drew Goddard, marking his film directorial debut. As for the cast we have Jossverse alums
Fran Kranz, Amy Acker, and Tom Lenk, with the film being headed up by none other than Thor himself Chris Hemsworth.
If you have yet to see the trailer what are you waiting for go watch it now, then catch it in theaters on Friday April 13th,
get it? Friday the 13th! Until then, I am back to Foxy Bingo.

http://hellmouthcentral.com
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